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LESSON TWO 
FOCUS: Combining one and two-piece patterns for more complexity, 
with examples, exaggeration, theme, building into space. The ladder 
stitch. The Coneheads are coming. 
 

It’s exciting how you can change your basic one- and two-piece 

patterns by combining them! To the right is a doll made from just 

two two-piece patterns, with an extreme simplification of the body 

shapes. One of the many jointing techniques is to use a button or 

bead and sew through that and the body enough times so the limb 

is securely attached. The attachment forms a small pivot point and 

the limb moves and can be posed.  

 

I used a long running stitch, pulled tight (quilting) to suggest legs. 

The face was a failed iron-on transfer face, the features becoming 

obliterated when I used an iron that was too hot to make the 

transfer, so I drew a new face on top of the ruined one with 

Fabrico Pens (permanent ink with both a brush and a pen tip, 

available from www.joggles.com or www.tsukineko.com. I used big 

stitches with two colors of thread in the needle to attach strips of 

translucent fabric, then covered the whole thing with white buttons 

of different sizes and textures. Voila! An art doll. 
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Here’s the pattern drawn 

out and the “before” face, 

then the sewn and stuffed 

doll, with a new face 

drawn on top of the old 

one. 

I used shading and some 

long stitches to create a 

neck. In one-piece bodies, 

the neck can be difficult to 

stuff smoothly.  

 
Try this pattern in felt, too. 

 

For this doll (pattern at the end 

of the lesson) cut the 

body/head/arms as a two-piece 

pattern, then the two legs/feet 

as two more two-piece patterns. 

The outside seams add another 

dimension of decoration. 

Sew and stuff the legs, leaving 

the tops open. Zig Zag stitch 

across the leg tops, overlapping 

the two legs slightly, then insert 

them into the opening at the 

bottom of the dress. Fancier 

fabrics and a hint of detail make 

a fine finished angel. 
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In the interest of playing with exaggeration, I designed 

the Big Head and she became an angel, because I 

like to put wings on things. She is simply a series of 

two-piece patterns, assembled and embellished.  

Quilt right through the head to outline eyes and nose. 

You may be able to see that I turned her feet to face 

front to add another dimension. Arms and wings can 

also be attached going into different planes or at 

different angles. 

 

I’ve quilted very simply to make eyebrows and a 

pinched nose. Place features in the bottom half of the 

face for a younger and innocent look. Short noses are 

“pretty” in our culture.  

 

The eyes are letter “O” beads, the hair five loops of 

mohair and unevenly-spun yarn, tacked to the top of 

her head with small stitches. Below are a plain muslin 

version and one using Christmas fabric. 

 Add as many more embellishments as you like! 

 
The fabrics you choose can make a big  
difference. 
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Muslin Big Head, can be painted. 
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The stuff lying on your worktable can be a huge 

inspiration for making dolls. Here’s simple two-piece 

shape 4 as a head and four-piece shape 3 as a 

body. If you wanted her to have a bigger chest and 

abdomen, just make the center angle slightly more 

pronounced. Remember, that anything you add to 

one area will be multiplied by four, when you’re using 

four pieces. As I showed in the first lesson, I use a 

scrap of paper attached with masking tape to change 

my pattern, and sometimes the base pattern can get 

quite messy looking. If you’re going to make more 

than one of the same doll, you can redraw the 

pattern smoothly when you have the finished piece 

the way you want it. I try to remember to write notes 

to myself right on the pattern, so I’ll remember what I 

did later on when I want to reproduce the doll. 

       

I designed arms and legs to go with the            

body I created above. The arms have simple 

mitten hands…I don’t usually do fingers if I          

can help it. I drew the feet flat and then I’ll            

use a ladder stitch to fold and attach the feet 

perpendicular to the legs (creating a tuck). 

The angular edges match the angles of the          

body stylistically. After stuffing the lower part        

of the limb, I’ve sewn angular areas in the            

center of each to make joints, so the arms           

and legs will bend, then I finish stuffing the            

tops. That way I don’t have to try to sew             

through a thick layer of stuffing with my               

sewing machine. 
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This piece was inspired by the clay head that was only sculpted 
on one side. The body is all two-piece limbs, jointed with beads--
a 9/11 funerary piece. The dyed fabric adds a lot of visual texture. 

   
Speaking of exaggeration, this Open 

Guy, #206P, is as long as can be. 
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On the inspired doll, I like the effect of the outside 
seams, the fraying edges and the coarse straight stiches 
attaching the legs to the body. If you were to use 
inside seams, the doll would look much more finished 
and could be dressed in a costume. 

 
The arms and legs are too long for the body,        

so I could take the body pattern, slit it 

horizontally, and add half an inch or more  

through the middle. 

The thighs look too long for the rest of the           

body, so I’d make a tuck in the pattern mid-         

thigh and do the same with the arms each            

side of the elbow joint. In this way you can          

tweak a pattern until you like it enough to            

create it in the final fabric. 

 
Make a tuck at the ankles and use a ladder stitch 
to hold feet perpendicular to the ankles. I learned 
this technique from Edith Flack Ackley’s patterns. 

 
To do the ladder stitch, pin two pieces together,       
sew into the fold on one edge, come out and go 
straight across so only the tiniest stitch shows.             
Then make a stitch under the fabric on the other           
side and go across. 
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One of my favorite and most popular patterns. 

The Wise Woman, #201P, is composed of two-

piece arms and legs, attached with buttons to a 

two-piece, pieced body. I embroider/quilt to 

define the fingers and thumb. You can always 

follow the cartoonists’ convention and only do 

three fingers, if four take up too much space 

across. 

The head is a flat back, a two-piece front with a 

profile, and an oval gusset in the top of the head. 

After painting the features with acrylics, I do 

some very simple needle modeling through the 

nose from side to side and front to back up 

around the eyebrows, under the nose, and 

around the mouth. The embellishment 

possibilities are endless—any fabric technique 

that you can think of works in this doll. 

 

Use the ladder stitch to attach  
body parts together. 
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Review: Cutting and sewing 

multiple pieces from the same 

pattern is another way to achieve 

more volume. I used a 

symmetrical shape on the left 

and an asymmetrical shape on 

the right. The asymmetrical 

shape may be more interesting 

or just messy. Experiment with 

some of your original simple 

shapes. 
 

Take a look through a book of modern sculpture or folk art to be inspired for shapes…Brancusi          

or Henry Moore are both very good. See if you can begin to reproduce what you see on paper.           

Email me if you run into roadblocks and we’ll problem-solve together.  

Play around with sewing two-piece shapes, stuffing, then assembling them and see how three-

dimensional you can get. When you get something you like, make it in finished fabric or paint it. 

 

The Conehead 

Pick a shape, any shape, and see what kind of            

figure you can create. We’re still using very simple 

shapes and just adding more shapes and more 

embellishment to make it work. Here’s a riff on a 

triangle. 

The pattern is at the end of this lesson, and you’ll  

notice that I’ve used the same pattern for both arms  

and legs, and why shouldn’t she/he have three or           

more legs, since there’s space. By turning the legs,        

the doll may even stand up. The arms are angled,        

too, almost perpendicular to the body, so the figure is 

not just flat. 

I used a running stitch for the features, and drew in        

the clothes with Fabrico pens…A fun project for an 

evening! 
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Friends, above is a very, very simple body pattern, with appliqué onto a black felt background.            

I  used ultra suede or felt to cover the edges of anything that would fray, Eileen’s Tacky Glue holds 

everything in place while I sew it down. I even put cording made from the kind of lamé that is on         

a stretchy nylon backing at the edges of some of the pieces for more texture. 

I sewed the front and back with wrong sides together, stuffed, and then covered the raw edge             

with lamé binding—cotton bias binding would work as well.  

The hands and legs are two-piece patterns, attached with buttons so they move, and I made the 

faces from polymer clay. You could use anything, even buttons for faces…Play with the idea. 

 
The fabrics from In the Beginning inspired the animal shapes. 

 
Of course you can do animals           
from two-piece patterns, too.  
The bear and the big hippo have 
gussets in the bottoms of their feet, 
but the babies’ feet are two-piece 
patterns sewn into the belly seam.  
Using a ladder stitch to attach a flat 
head to a neck adds a lot of 
dimension, and the features don’t 
have to be complicated. Ears folded  
in a little on each edge and sewn         
into the top seam are characteristic     
of each animal type. 
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These delightful ladies are from my Antique Icons #219P pattern, but you can do your own               

simple body pattern, piece, quilt, embroider, and embellish to your heart’s content. With photo-

transfer faces from Linda and Opie Obrien, www.burntofferings.com or ones you create            

yourself from your own friends and ancestors, and pewter charms from Tracy and Allison Stilwell, 

www.artgirlz.com, and all your tiny scraps of ribbons, lace, beads, and buttons you can create             

an endless stream of gifts. The breasts are circles of fabric gathered and stuffed. 
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